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PREFACE
The work described in this report was performed by the Quality
Assurance and Reliability Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
This technical memorandum presents the computer program listing
for the reliability block diagram computation program de scribed in
Technical Report 32-1543, Reliability Computation From Reliability Block
Diagrams, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CaliL, Dec. 1, 1971.
The program is written in FORTRAN V and is currently running on a
UNIVAC 1108. Each subroutine contains a description of its function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This technical merrlOrandum presents the computer program listing
for the reliability block diagram computation program described in
Technical Report 32-1543, Reliability Computation From Reliability Block
Diagrams, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Dec. 1, 1971.
The program is written in FORTRAN V and is currently running on a
UNIVAC 1108. Each subroutine contains a de scription of its function.
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TREA·FTREE.MAIN
1 C SYSTEM RELIABILITY PROGRAM MAIN
2 C MA IN
3 C MAIN
'I C MA IN
5 C MAIN
6 C U~IVAC 11~a. FORTRAN V VERSleN. ~5K CORE STORAGE REQUIRED. MAIN
1 C WRITTEN ~Y P~UL CHELSON AND RON ECKSTEIN 1/1/10 MAIN
aCUTEST MCLIFICATlON 1/12111 MAIN
9 C MAINlG C ..•.•.••...•.....•••.••....•..••.•..••••.......•••..••• ···········MAIN
11 C MAIN
12 C DATA DECK SETUP. MAIN
13 C MAIN
14 C ALL INTEGER fORMATS RIGHT JUSTIFIED. COL~MN NUMBERS APPEAR INSIOEMAIN
15 C I'ARENTHESiS I I. ANY SERIES OF &LOCK NUMBERS ST ARTS AT THE LEFT MAIN
16 C HOST COLUMN AN FILLS IN SUCCESSIVELY TO THE RIGHT IN 12 FORMAT. MAIN
11 C ONE DATA CARC PER BLOCK NUMBERIU.C.S.I. MAIN
18 C MAIN
19 C BLOCK NUM8ERII-21, INPUT TO THAT SLOCK NUMBERI3-32), OUTPUT FROM MAIN
20 C THAT ELOCK NliM8ERI33-S31. MAIN
21 C SUCCESS qLCCK NU:18ER WITH ZERO CUTPUT HAS A 9 IN lao) AND IS LAST MAIN
22 C O.RD IN THIS SERIES. MAIN
23 C MAIN
24 C NUMBER Of SU:SE ~LOCKSI 1-21. MAIN
25 C IF T~[R[ ARE SENSE BLOCKS. SENSE BLOCK NUM8ERIl-21, STANDBY 8LOCKSMAIN
26 C CCNTRGLLED BY THAT SENSE BLOCKI3-6CI. MAIN
21 C l"AIN
28 C NUMBER (;F E·:) U1 VALENT GLOCK SETS 11-21. MA IN
29 C EQUIVALENT BlGCKS MAY NOT 8E CONTROLLED BY A SENSE 8LOCKISWITCHI. MAIN
3C C IF THERE ARE EGUIVALENT BLOCKS, EQUIVALENT BL~CK NUMBERSI1-'ICI FCRMAIN
31 C EACH SET. MAIN
32 C MAIN
33 C uISTRI8UTiON TYPEIl-21. MISSION TIMEI3-1'11 E FORMAT. MAIN
34 C 1:: EXPOI'IENTIAL, 2 :: NOT AVAILAELE. MAIN
35 C MAIN
36 C ACTIVE FARAMlTER~ FOR E~CH B~OCK OTHER THAN SENSE BLOCKSISwITCHESIMAIN
31 C RD IS SET EQUAL TO 1.0 IFl1S-251 LEFT gLANK. MAIN
38 C BLOCK NUHbERI1-21. LAMbCAI3-141 E FORMAT. RCI1S-25) f FORMAT. MAIN
33 C LAST CARD IN THIS SERIES HAS LASTISOI SET EQUAL TO 5. MAIN
'IC C MAIN
41 C IF NO DORMANCY I~VOLVEC. A SLANK CAR:, OTHERWISE - MAIN
42 C SLANKI1-21, DCRMANCY FACTORI3-l41 E FORMAT.TO BE MULTIPLIED EY MAIN
'13 C ACTIVE LAMBDAS OR 9311-2). 8LANK13-801 A~D READ INDIVIDUAL CORMANTMAIN
44 C LAMBDAS - ELeCK NUM8ERIl-21, LAM6DA DORMANTI3-l41 E FORMAT. MA:N
45 C LAST CARD IN THIS SERIES HAS LAST(30) SET EOUAL TO 6. MAIN
46 C MAIN
41 C MAIN
48 C SwITCHING GPTIONS FOR EACH SENSE 8LOCK. MAIN
49 C MAIN
SO C C :: NO SWITCHINGI FROSAEILITY GF SwITCH ~ORKING - 1.CI. MAIN
51 C SENSE BLOCKll-21. MAIN
52 C MAIN
53 C l :: CONSTANT PR03ABILITY THAT SWITCH WORKS. MAIN
5'1 C SENSE 5L0CKI1-21.8LANKI2-llil.PRCBABILITY1l5-251 F FORMAT, 1I8C). l"AIN
55 C MAIN
56 C 2 :: DGR'1Ar,T fAILURE l(AT E FCR SWITCH. MAIN
51 C SENSE 3LOCKIl-21.LAMSCA OORMANTI3-1'l1 E FORMAT. 21301. MAIN
58 C MAIN
59 C 3 = OORMM-;T AND ACTIVE: FAILURE RATE FOR SWITCHI 2 CARCS/SWITCHI. MAIN
60 C ~EIliSE "LOCKll-21.lAMbDA OORMANTI3-141 E fGRt".AT. 31801. MAIN
61 C ::>[NSE BLOCKll-21,LAMGDA ACTIVEI3-141. MAIN
62 C MAIN
63 C 'I = NCT A'JAILASL~. MAIN
64 C 5 :: NGT AVAILAELE. MAIN
55 C MAIN
66 CLAST CARC IN DATA DECK ~AS LASTIBCI SET E~UAL TO 7. 8. OR 9 - MAIN
51 C 7 :: RECALCULATE WITH NEW PARAMETERS, 3 :: NEW DIAGRAM, 9 :: END. MAIN
68 C MAIN
69 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MAIN
70 C MAIN
11 COMMCN/ALLSUd/Ml,M2,M3.M4.M5,M6.M7.Ll.L3,L'I.L5,L6 MAIN
12 CC:-IM ON /L G~ U5/ I b 115 t 2 , SCI, II S 15::; I • 1 R& 150, .3 0 h I 1£ MP 141 ,2 CI • Nl, MA IN
13 1 ISAVEI5~.2CSI,I::;UC,JSUC,JS1,JSAVEI5C,20GI,IJS1,TOT,PRC31651, MAIN
14 :: FRO,,1IG51.IFRINT.NSTOLYI151 ,NSbYHX.NOPRNT MAIN
















































































Ml = 5(, "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
HZ = ZOO ~MAXIMU;1 NUMBER OF
M3 = 14 o.MAXIKUM NUMBER CF
M4 = 15 ii:MAXIMUrl NUM3ER OF
1'15 = 29 OeM A Xl H Ul1 NUl': BE Ii OF
Me = ZO "MAX IMUI1 NUI13ER OF
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NaHOLD = TEMPOR~RY HOLD FOR THE HIGHEST NUMBER BLOCKlNBMAXI.
REREAD CARD IF IPRINT IS 3EING SPECIFIED
GENERATE ARRAY Id WITH 1811,1.N61 = NUMBER OF INPUTS TO NB.
IBll.2,NBI = NUMBER OF OUTPUTS FROM NS.
THE REST OF THE 13 ARRAY CONSISTING OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS TO NB.
READ 15,120C.CRR=300,ENC=3001 N8,IN.IOUT,LAST
FORMATI3112,17X.Ill
READ INPUTS ~ND OUTPUTS TO BLOCK NUMBERS.
PRINT DATA CkRDS.
IFlL~ST.[G.71 GO TO 300C
IFlIPRINT.NE.41 GO TO 1210
PRINT 1202. NE..IN.IOUT.LAST









PROBll I I =C.O [·+0





















20 ISAVE II ,K 1=0
30G READlC,3Jl.ERR~3Q2.END::3021 I.J
301 FCRMATI7X,I1,GX,Ill





303 FCRMATl'OIPRINT OPTION SET AT'I4.' NSIG OPTION SET AT'I4/1Hl)
GO TO 1033
3C2 PRINT 304
304 FCRMATl'OCRROR •• ATTEMPT TO SPECIFY IPRINT OR NSIG. BUT SPECIFIED





H;-21 PIi IN T 1C2.3, f'.: E.
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TO 2 DC 3
ADD N3 IN NHOLD AT END.
~HIFT IaINB.l,INSI TO LEFT ELIMINATING ZEROES.
READ AN0 GENERATE ITCMP ARRAY OF EQUIVALENT BLOCKS.






i10VE NB TO LEFT.
ILEFT=C
00 2350 J=2,L3
IFllbIJ,l,INS).NE.CI GO TO 2330
ILEFT=ILEFT+l
GO TO 235G
IFIILEFT.EQ.OI 30 TO 2350




































STANGLY 8LOC~SINHOLD) CONTROLLED BY A SENSE cLOCK/INS) MUST FOLLOWMAIN2700








DO 2250 L=Z,L3 MAIN2790
IF IIBI L,l,INS). u.e) GO TC 2260 MAINZ80D
DO 2240 K=2,KEND I1AIN2810




GO TO 2250 MAIN2860
2240 CONTINUE MAIN2870
2250 CONTINUE MAIN288C
226C IFI NUH.NE.OI GO TO 2300 MAIN2890
PRINT 2270, INS,NUMtINS HAIN290C
2270 FORMATI'lERRCR IN MAIN PROGRAI1 AT 2270.'/'OERROR DURING SENSE 8LCCMAIN291C
lK'I3,' INFUT REARRANGE TO STCRE ACTIVE BLOCKS eEFORE STANDBY BLOCKHAIN292C
2SIN 131';: 3 " ,1, , I3, • ) .'Ili I N2930











































IFIIR3IINS,KI.EG.QI GO TO 202ti
2C2~ CONTINUE
2C26 K=K-l
P RIN T 2 C21. INS, I I RcII ill 5 , J It J =2 , K1
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Ct.LL DUPTREIJSAVE,IJS1,ISAVE. JSlI
DUPLICATE OR!GINAL TREE INTO JSAVE.
GO TO 1'l1CO.il2GO.il30Q.44CO.450CI.IDIST
Ri:LIA8I:..ITY bLOCK CIAGRAM INPUT CHECKED.
LAST
READ ACTIVE FARAMETERS.
READ 4eee. 1DIST. TTOT
r 0 RMA T I I2 , E12 .7)
GENERhTE GRIlrNAl TREE.
ISAVE HOLDS THE PROBA3ILITY TREE SUCCESS PATHS
JSl = NUMBER OF SUCCESS PATHS.
READ PARAMETLRS OF FAILURE DISTRIBUTION.
RC IS SET = 1.0 IF READ IN AS BLANK OR ZERO.
CALL TREEI$9~S)
PRINT EQUIVALENT BLOCKS.
IrINSR.E~.CI DC TO 4710
READ 4101, IOUMMY, DFACT
IFIIUUMMY.E~.CI GC TO 41&0
IrIDFACT.GT.G.1 GO TO 4160
READ IlIGl. Nb llAMa". "UMMY,
TLDINf)=TLAMi.iD


















RE AD 12DO. Nl




IDIST C;:TERMINES WHAT FtILURE DISTRIbUTION IS USEDI1=EXPONENTIAL)
TTOT = MISSI0N TIME. IPRINT 1 = PRINT ALL TREES,
o = SUPPRESS PRI~TING OF ALL TREES EXCEPT THE ORIGINAL TREE.
































































RlhD DORMM,CY PARAMETERS. MAIN3820
CFACT = DORM~NCY FACTOR TO BE MULTIPLIED BY STANDBY ACTIVE LAMBDASMAINJ830










































































































































































































































































READ SWIlCHIt-.G OPTIONS AND DATA FOR EACH SENSE BLOCK.
0 = HRFlCT SWITCHINGI PROEABIlITY SWITCH WORKS EQUALS 1.C)
1 = CONSTANT PROBABILITY THAT SWITCH WORKS.
2 = CORKA"T fAILURE RATE FOR SW1TCH.
3 = DORMANT AND ACTIVE F AlLURE RATE FOR SWITCH.
'I = NOT AVAILABLE
5 = NOT AVAIL ABLE
DO 4700 J=l,NSR
READ 41Cl, NEtTLAMBO.SPiiOB.ISOPT
IFIISOPT.(Q.CI GO TO 46GO

























READ lAS Tl8 0 I. LAS T = 7. eo. CR 9.







42CO.43,,0.44CO.4500 AVAILABLE IF YOU WANT TO USE OTHER THAN
EXPONENTIAL i..'ISTRlbUTION. ADO APPROPRIATE STATMENTS FOR NEW
DISTRIBUTION.
IFINSR.EQ.OI GO TO 8COO













IFINPILI.EQ.ISIt(11 GO TO 7005
IFll.EG.MI GO TO 7007
L=L+l
GO TO 100£
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IF SENSE BLOCK CONTRCLS ONE ~TANDcY &LOCK. SET ISTDBY = 1. SEE IF
THAT STANDBY aLOCK HAS AN INPUT. IF NO INPUT GO TO 7700. IF IT
HAS AN INPUT GO TO 1500. IF SENSE BLOCK CONTROLS HORE THAN ONE
STANDBY BLOCK. S~T ISTOSY=2 AND CALL SUBROUTINE STDBYZ.
ZERO OUT STANDBY BLOCKS IN STANDBY TREE.
IF STANDBY BLOCK HAS NO INPUT. GO TO 7500.
















































































DUPLICATE ~TANDcY TREE RETURNED IN ISAVE INTO LSAV£.
GENERATE FULL STANDBY TREE.
SUBROUTINE TRENUM STORES IN NBNUH ALL THE DIFFERENT ABSOLUTE





IFlIFRINT.LT.31 CO TO 720C
CALL TRPRNTI2.JSAVE.IJS1. 1 I
CALL TRPRNTl~.LSAVE.LJS1. 2 1
IFIK.EQ.NSRI GO TO 7009
K=K+l
GC Tv 7004




IFlIPRINT.NE.41 GO TO 7003
PRINT 20C01. INDEP
IFII.EQ.M11 GC TO 7002
1= 1+ 1
GO TO 7ell





















IFlIFRINT.LT.31 GO TO 74CO
CALL TRPRtHl1.ISAVE. JS1. 3 1
CALL TRENUMIISAVE.JSll
ITEST=I611.1.ISUCI

























































































































PI TREE NOW IN ISAVE.
GO TO l7515,75181,ISTD8Y
G[NERAH FULL STANDBY TREE.
DUPLICATE SENSE TREE INTC KSAVE.
CALL OUPTREIISAVE, JS1,KSAVE,KJS11
SUBTRACT FULL STANDBY TREE FROM SENSE TREE GIVING PI TREE.
CALL DUPTREIK~AVE,KJS1,ISAVE, JS11









IFIIPRINT.LT.31 SO TO 7535
CALL TRPRNTI3,K~AVE,KJS1, 4 I
IFlIPRINT.LT031 ~o TO 5COC
CALL TRPRNTll,ISAVE, JS1, 6
GO TO 5000
IF INSt3YMX.LE.ll GO TO 7545
RE\;I~D 10
DO 7540 N=l,NS6YMX



























































































IFIIPRINT.LT031 GO TO 7538








































































































































































































IFIIPRINT.LT.31 GO TO 7720
CALL TRP~NTll,ISAVE, JS1, 7
c







IFIIPRINT.LT.31 GO TO 5[(0
CALL TRPRNTII,ISAVE, JS1, 8 I
c








5100 CO 51Cl I=l,NuMAX
CPRE C=- T. TL I I I
PROBll I I=ROlll.OEXP I')PRECI
51(1 CONTHOUE
C


















C PREVENT DIVISION CY ZERCi ~HEN 18 SIG~IFICANT FIGURES LOST.
C
IFIPS~SIKI.GT.O.CD+CI GO TO 516e






























































7'1Z C NEXT STATEMENT ELIMINATES DIVISION BY ZERO LATER WHEN CALCULATING HAIN6890
7'13 CRT. THE ~UMcER USED RESULTS FROM SUBTRACTING .999995999999999959 HAIN6900
7'1'1 C FRCM 1.0J+G JUST BEFORE LOSING ALL SIGNIFICANT FIGURES. THIS WILLMAIN6910
745 C CAUSE AN INTlGRATION ERROR IN CALCULATING RT, THE RELIABILITY OF HAI~692C
7'16 C A SENSE 3LOCK OR SENSE TREE. THE SYSTEM RELIABILITY HAY NOT BE HAIN6930
7'17 C EFFECTED IF IT APPROACHES 1.C. HAIN6940
1'18 C MAIN6950
7'19 P~NSIKI = +.173'1723'1759768C7090-017 HAIN6960
750 5160 IFI K.LE.N:';TEP I GO TO 510C MAIN6970
751 I:'TEP=NSTEP+l HAIN698C
752 IFII?RINT.NE.'11 GO TO 60CO HAIN699a
753- PRINT 518[, IPSN~IKI,K=lrISTEPI HAIN7COO
75'1 5180 FCRMATI5D26.1S1 MAIN7CI0
755 GO TC &800 HAIN7020
75& 520G CONTINUE MAIN7030
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AFTER 4500.
METHOD FOR ONE STANDBY ELOCKCISTD5Y=11.
METHOD FOR MORE THAN ONE STANDBY BLCCKllSTDBY=21



















NUMERICAllY INTEGRATE T~E RELIABILITY OF THE STANoBV BLOCKS. MAIN710C












00 6170 KT=2.ISTEP HAIN7230
DPREC = C-TTOT*CKT-li/NSTEP)*TllNBI MAIN124C
DPREC1= I-TTOT.IKT-1I1NSTEPI.TLSC INoEPI HAIN7250
PINT= RCCNBI.PSNSl11.0EXPCDPRECI*SWPROBIINOEPI*OEXPIDPRECll MAIN7260
JTEND=KT-l HAIN7270
DO 6150 JT=l.JTE~o MAIN128C




OPREC4=1 I-TTO T.IK T-lI/NS Tep h TL5 (lNDEPll +CI-TT OT.C JT-ll/NSTEP I. MAIN7330
1 I TLDSI Ir,OEP I-TLSI INOEP III MAIN7340
DPREC5=IC-TTOT.IKT-l1/NSTEPI.TLSCINOEPII+CC-TTOT.CJT l/NSTEPl* MAIN?350
1 CTlDSI INDEP I-TlSI INDEP III MAIN13£.C
YAVE=IIOEXPIJPREC21.DEXPCOPREC41)+IDEXPIOPREC31.oEXPI0PREC51111200MAIN7370




IFIIPRINT.NE.41 CO TO 6el0 MAIN7420
PRINT 5888. IRTIN3.KTI. KT=l.ISTEPI MAIN7430
FORMATl8E15.91 MAIN744C
















DC 6SQO KT=2.ISTEP MAIN1£.lO
OPREC = STBYPRILSAVE.LJSl.RO.TL.RT.KT.0.TTOT.N5TEP.TLO) MAIN7620
DPREC1= I-TTOT*CKT-lI1NSTEPI*TLSfINOEPI MAIN1630
PI NT=PSNS 111. DPREC. SWPRO BlIND EP I .0E XP lDPREC 11 MAIN1640
JTENO=KT-1 MAIN7650
DO 61150 JT=1. JTENo MAIN7660
oFREC4=II-TTOT.CKT-II/NSTEP).TlSIINOEPII+II-TTOT.CJT-1I/NSTEPI. I1AIN7£.10





1 I + STEYPRClSAVE.LJS1.RC.Tl.RT.KT.JJT.TTOT.NSTEP,TLOI*OEXPCoPRECMAIN7730
2411/2.0D+0 I1AIN7140
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DUPLICATE JSAVE INTO 1SAVE.
IFIN~BYMX.LE.OI GO TO 780
PRINT THE ORlGINAL TREE WITH STANDBY 6LOCKSISl-6SI/IL1-L41.













































































IF RL = 1. SUPPRESS PRINTING OF RO.
FINALIZE VAR1ABLES ANO CALCULATE RELIABILITY OF TOTAL SYSTEM.
SET NOW = 1.
PRINT STANDBY BLOCKSISl-651 AND THEIR TREES.
STORE ALL DIFFERENT STA~DBY ELOCKS IN THESE TREES IN NRB ARRAY.











IFIIG.EQ.ll GO TO 6007
IFIISIII.EG.INDEPI 10=1
GO TO 0016
I S II -1 I =1 S II I
CONTINUE
IFIISIII.EO.CI GO TO 60ce
CONTINUE
NSR=NSR-1
IFII.EQ.21 GO TO 8000
JJJ= JJJ+1
IfIJJJ.GE.M41 GO TO 8000
GO TO 70ee
PRINT RESULTS
KRB ARRAY CONTAINS STANDBY BLOCKS WHOSE RELIABILITY HAS BEEN
CALCULATED.
DO 60G4 N=1,L5
















IFIIPRINT.LE.l1 GO TO 525
PRINT SIC, N~
FORMATI'OSTANDBY TREE RlPLAC£D BY BLOCK'I31














































































































































































































7, GO TO 980.







MODIFY PRObAbILITY DATA IF lAST ::
PRINT SEN~E SWITCH OPTIONS.
DO 9ge I::1,Ml






IFINNSR.E:l,C) GO TO 740
PRINT 720
FORMATI':;SENSE SWITCH ACTIVE FIR
DC 73C J::l,NNSR
NS::IISIJI
PRIN T 725, N::', TLSI NS I , TlD SIN SI , SWF RC t- INS)
FORMATI' BlOCK'I3, 2£16.1 ,F12.1,E16.11
CC,"'TINUE
R:: TOT
INITIALIZE VARIAblES FOR RECALCULATION wITH NEW PARAMETERS.
DC NOT PRINT SENSE BLOCKS SINCE TlII)::O, TLDII)::O, AND RCIII::1
NOT RELATED TO THE SENSE SWITCH OPTION PARAMETERS AND ARE ONLY
USED TO SET SEfI<SE BLOCK PROBhBILITY :: 1.0 IN TREE PATHS.








IFII.NE.NRBIJI) GO TO H2
I FIRe II I • GE.1 .0) GOT 0 7 11
PRIN T 707, I, TLl I I, TLCI I ) ,
GO TO 10'1
















1FIPRCB1III.LE.0.) GO TC 704
IFIRGlII-I.11G5,10B.70S
PRINT 707, I, TLIII, TLCIII, ROlli, PROBllII
FORMATI' 8LOCK'I3, 2E16.7 ,F12,7,011,1)
GC TC 104
70B PRINT 7:;3, I, TLlII, TLUIII, PR0811I)
7C5 FORMATI' BLOCK'I3, 2E16.7 ,12X,DI7.11
104· CCNTINUE
100 PRINT 101
701 FORM All '
1 RELIA3ILITY'1
DO 70'1 I::l,L4
IFII.LE.M:I UO TO 106
IFIPROBIIII.LE.OI GO TC 704
PRINT 1J3, I, PROBlII)
103 FeRMATI' LLOCK'I3,44X,D17,71
GO TO 104
IFIIPRINT.LE.~I GO TO 1[0
PRINT 508, L:, L4
56C FCRMATI'lCRIGINAL PRO~AEILITY
l' THRU'I3,' 1.'1
























































































































ERROR RETURN FROM SUBROCTINES.
READ 21['7. L"ST
FORMAT I 73X rI 11
IFILAST-el 9S8.JS9.1Cc6
END
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TREE*FTREE.SFLEFT
- 1- . C .. SUBROUTINE SHEFf S~IFf5 PAf'iS IN ISA\/E fO--T~E-iE:'F'-UNTIL NONZER'O-SLF-i'-'lo
2 C N!l AT LEn-MOSI. FILL IN ZEROS AFTER S''iIFTINS. IF 50 ZEROS PJTS SLFT 20
3 C PA ·i'-t--i.lui1-3ER' iN--NPUP- -A-NO-- EI.JHI'NATEs-- i-i--By-'TALLING-'PAT '-lUP•. -.-.- .. -.- -SLF i-'3Il
4 G. __~.BJL!Q!_~_L!!..O.~ECK~LE IN 111170 . . . __ ._-5I.£.J_'!J!.
5 C SlFT 50
6 __ . . }_~ B_RQ_l!U.NL.?_F'1-_;f_!J_~.?_UAy~_-,,_JJ!J.L .. . __SLJT ~P_
1 C SlF T 70
!l . . ____::_O!'lI1.~H~!_Il.I,~_~ U_e/-'!)_!~?.!_~_3.t..~_~!_'1~_!."!~_!1t!~J.J_'_I,._h_L ~~_I,.?_!_l_~ SLLL__~.P_
9 COMMON/SHSUB/NPUP(2001.NPLPHX.NBOUT(50I,NBoTMX,N03IN(SOhNBINMh SLFT !ll
10 t__N~N_UliJ S!J..'-.!..~EN"-'_X. ._ __ . .__ .. .__.., SLLI_lJHl
-----fi DIMENSION ISAVE(Mt, M2' SlFT 110
. _.J~_ _ _ c .. . ..__. - .__ . -_ .... .. _ _ ...5L£J__ I.2.lL
t 3 C I NIT I ALI ZE SLF T 1 30
___!.!'__ . ,;l_Q_ ,!o L~J_!.~_? . .. .SL.I'.J__ Llllt
15 NPUPlIl=O SLFT 150
___ 16__ ._.!.Q_C O!!lJN.!:!.~ ._ _ . ._. __ . SL_E.L.L6Jl
17 L=O SlFT 170
tll_ _ C.. _.. ... . .. _... . . . SL.EL. r.8.0..
19 DO 1CO I=l,J51 SLFT 190
_____?.ll J.I,.f:l'J_::.P . .. .... _., .. _. . __. . _. __ ... .SL1'.J__2.0.0.
21 DO 90 J=t,111 SLFT 210
______ ..1.? . ___._. JEJ_I's.!J._EJ.J_'_I.l.}1 E.JH ._GO__!O_ ._7._0 . . .SLF.L_2 2.0_
23 IlEFT=IlEFT.l SLFT 230
. 24 . __ . . .. __GQ !Jt .~tQ__ ... . . . -- 5.l.LI_.2.'Ill
25 70 IF( IlEFf .EO.O I GO TO 90 SLFT 250
__ .. ?.6 t;, . . . . . . .. . SLL'-_.2.6.a.
27 C 110VE Na TO LEFT SlFT 270
28 _;_ ..... ... . ._~ " . ._____________ S.L.FJ_.2.6_0_
29 M=J-IlEFf SlFT 29U
30 JS~II~II1_!J-';UlJ1EI,l'Il SLFT.300.
31 90 CONTINUE SLFT 310
32 ._ ._JF:U~~FT. NE •.MII GO LQl.?O_ SL F. L 320
33 L=l.1 SLFT 330
34 __ .N.P.UPIU=I SLFT 340
35 '30 TO 100 SLFT 350
36. c_ . _. .. ._ .. __ SLfl' 3~O
31 C ZERO OUT REDUNDANT BLOCK NUM03ERS. SLFT 310
39 , _C_ 5L F T 3803 9 I 20 I 9 E G=-~ 1-:':-fLEF T-~ 1-- -- -- -- -- ----------- ---- ------ ------.---- .-- ---.---------------------- - --- "'5 i'-Fr '-'3-gO
40 )0 159 K =.19[5,11 I SLF T qOO
ql ISAIIEIK,II=O SLFT 410
42 . __~~_O' __:_QNTINU__L .... . . SLFT q20
-----'13' 100 CON TINUE ·-------··-·----s-L'Fi-lf30-
q4 NPUPMX=L SLFT 4QOqSiF'( ~.,-piJ-PM·X~EQ.O-1 Gil -'o--llfoi]--- -- ------·----------------·-----·---SLFTij·50
~6 CALL PAT-iUP($l100.ISAIIE.JSll SLFT 460
--q'7 1000-R{ii.iRN· -- ---- -- ----------- -- ..--- ----- ------ ·------------·-SLF-j--ij-io
48 1100 PRIl'H 1101 SLFT 480
.----q-g ..-- ··-Tioi--F(,-Rr·,-i.T(-,--E~<iR()R--iN--p-i.T:·iLP--::-Ai.LE-D-FROH--"SF-L'EFj-.-,,-----------------------------si.-Fr--ij-go
50 RETURN 1 SLFT 500
---- -5-\-'- -. ------------Et·jo--- -- ---------. -------------------..------ .--.------. -- ---- -------- -------- --·-----------------------5 jjor' .5 fo





























































SUBROUTINE DUPOUT STORES PAT~ NUMBERS THAT ARE DUPLICATES IN NPUP
AND ELIMINATES THEM BY CALLING PATHUP.
WRITTEN BY RON ECKSTEIN 1/1/70
CHECK PATH AGAINST ALL HIGHER PATH NUMBERS.
CHECK IF PATH ALREADY A DUPLICATE OF PREVIOUS PATH.
INITIALIZE
STORE DUPLICATE PATH NUMBER IN NPUP.
DO 100 I=l.JSl





IFIL.EQ.C) GO TO 90
DO 85 J=l.L
IFINPUPIJ).EG.I) GO TO 100
85 CONTINUE
IFIL.EG.C) GO TO 75
DO 80 J=l.L
IFINPUPIJI.EG.II) GO TO 60
80 CONTINUe::
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TREA.FTREE.PATHUF
1 C SUBROUTINE PATHUP TAXES PATH NUMBERS TO 8E ELIMINATED FROM NPUP PAUP 10
2 C ARRAY. ELIMINATES THESE PATHS FROM ISAVE. MOVING UP REMAINING PATHPAUP 20
3 C AS IT DOSS. AND ZEROS OUT REDUNDANT PATHS AT THE END OF THE TREE. PAUP 30
4 C WRITTEN EY RCN ECKSTEIN 1/1110 PAUP 40
5 C PAUP 50
6 SUBROUTle;E PATHUPI$.:::SAliE.JS11 PAUP 60
7 C PAUP 70
8 CCMMON/ALLSUL/M1.M2.HJ.M4.M5.M~.M7.L1.L3.L4.L5.L6 PAUP 80
9 COMMON/SMSU3/NPUPI2001.NPUPMX.NBOUTI5:JI .NSOTMX.NBINI50IoNBINMX. PAUP 90
10 1 NBNUMISOItNBNMAX PAUP 100
11 DIMENSIO!i rSAVEliH. :-121 PAUP 11C
12 C PAUP 120
13 C CHECK IF THERE ARE PATHS TO 8E ELHlINAH:O. PAUP 130
14 C PAUP 14C
15 IFINPUPMX.EG.OI GO TO 2JO PAUP 150
16 C PAUP 160
17 IUP=O PAUP 170
18 DO 10C I=1.J$1 PAUP 180
19 DO 90 J=1.NPUPMX PAUP 190
20 HU.NE.NPUPIJII GO TO SO PAUP 20G
21 IUP=IUP+1 PAUP 210
22 IF UUP.G T .NPUPMX I GO TO 110 PAUP 220
23 GO TO 10C PAUP 230
24 90 CONTINUE PAUP 24C
25 IFI IUP.E(l.LJI GO TO 100 PAUP 250
26 C PAUP 2EO
27 C MOVE PATH NUMaER H UP A NUMBER = IUP. PAUP 270
28 C PAUP 280
29 60 M=I-IUP PAUP 290
30 DO 40 K=l.Ml PAUP 300
31 ISAVEIK.MI=ISAVEIK.II PAUP 310
32 40 CONTINUE PAUP 320
33 100 CONTINUE PAUP 330
3'1 IFCIUP.EQ.NPUPMXI GO TO 150 PAUP 340
35 l1e PRINT 120. IUP.NPUPMX PAUP 350
36 120 FORMATI'1ERRLR IN PATHUF AT 110. IUP='I4.· NPUPMX='I41 PAUP 360
37 RETURN 1 PAUP 370
38 lSC IENO=JSl PAUP 380
39 C PAUP 390
40 C RESET JSl PAUP 400
41 C PAUP 410
42 JS1=JS1-IUP PAUP 420
43 C PAUP 430
4'1 C ZERO OUT RECJNDANT PATHS. PAUP 4'10
45 C PAUP 450
46 ISTART=JS~+l PAUP 46C
'17 DO 160 I=ISTARTtIEND PAUP '110
48 CO 16(; J=1.Hl PAUF '18C
49 rSAVEIJ,II=O PAUP '190
50 160 CONTINUE PAUP SOC
51 200 RETURN PAUP 51C
52 END PAUP 520




















































































SUBROUTINE PATHOT COMPAKES NUMBERS IN NBOUT ARRAY WITH EACH
IN EACH SUCCESS PATH IN ISAVE AND GENERATES NPUP ARRAY WITH
NUMBERS TO BE ELIMINATED IF ANY ABSOLUTE VALUES ARE EGUAl.
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SUBROUTINE NUMOUT ZEROES OUT ALL NUMBER BLOCKS IN ISAVE THAT ARE
EGUAL IN ABSOLUTE VALUE TO ANY OF THE NBNUM ARRAY NUMBER BLOCKS.
IF 50 ZEROES. STORE PATH NUMBER IN NPUP AND ELIMINATEIPATHUP).
WRITTEN ~Y RON ECKSTEIN 1/1/70
INITIALIZE
If 50 Z~ROES STORE PATH NUMBER IN NPUP.






































































































































C SUBROUTINE NEGOUT STORES fAILURE PATH NUMBERS ENDING WITH A
C NEGATIVE SIGN IN NPUP ARRAY. THEN CALLS PATHUP TO ELIMINATE.






















C CHECK LAST NONZERO BLOCK NUMBER IN PATH fOR SIGN.
C

































































































































































































-PUP IS FULL.' I
ASSIGN STA~D6Y BLOCK NUMBERI51-651 ONLY ONCE





























































IF N~S EQUAL ZERO. TRINTR IS BEING CALLED FROM STD8Y2. OTHERWISE.TRTR
TRINTR IS BEING CALLED FROM MAIN PROGRAM TO REPLACE STANDBY TREES TRTR














IFIJJ.NE.CI GO TO 313
00 310 J=1.M4










FORMATI'lERRCR IN TRI-TR AT 160.
RE TURt.; 1
IFIL.E~.lI GO TO 304
PRINT 3ul. L
FORMATI'lERROR IN TRINTR AT 300.
RE TURN 1
SUBROUTINE TRINTRI$.JSAVE.IJSl.ISAVE.JS1.NSTDBY.NSBYMX.NSSa
SUBROUTINE TRINTR PUTS THE STANDBY BLOCKI51-o5) IN PLACE OF THE
FIRST PATH OF THE STANDBY TREE IMBEDDED IN THE PATH OF THE
ORIGINAL TREE IN JSAVE. THEN ELIMINATES ORIGINAL TREE PATHS THAT
CONTAIN 2ND-JSl STANDBY PATHS. THEN PUTS THE NEGATIVE STANDBY
6LOCKI51-6SI/ILI-L41 IN AND ELIMINATES CORRESPONDING PATHS.
WRITTEN BY RON ECKSTEIN 1/1110
DO lOCO I=I.IJSI




30 IFIJ.GT.MI) Ge TO 1000
IFIJSAVEIJ.II.EG.OI GO TO loec
IFIJSAV£IJ.II.NE.ISAVEIK.LII GO TO 80




IFIK.GT.Mll GO TO 100
IFIISAVEIK.LI.EQ.O) GO TO 100
80 J=J+l
GO TO 30
IFIL.GT.l1 GO TO 130
ISTop=rSTART+K-2
GO TO 300
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75 315 FORMATl'lERiWR IN TRINTR AT 315. NSTDBV IS FULL.') TRTR 750
76 RETURN 1 TRTR 760
77 312 JJ=J TRTR 770
78 NSBVMX=JJ TRTR 780
79 C TRTR 790
80 C PUT N[XT STANDBY BLOCK151-651 IN PLACE OF THE FIRST PATH Of THE TRTR 800
81 C STANDBY TREE IMBEDDED IN THE PATH OF THE ORIGINAL TREE. TRTR 810
82 C TRTR 820
83 313 NSTOBYI JJI=M1+JJ TRTR 830
84 JSAVEllSTART,,,,PATHI=NSTCBYlJJI TRTR 840
85 325 ISTART=ISTART+1 TRTR 850
86 C TRTR 860
87 C ZERO OUT 2ND-NTH NUMBER BLOCKS IN fIRST PATH IN ISAVE IMBEDDED IN TRTR 870
88 C JSAVE. TRTR B8C
89 C TRTR 89C
90 IFlISTART.GT.ISTOPI GO TO 900 TRTR 900
91 320 DO 330 M=lSTART,ISTOP TRTR 910
52 JSAVEIM.NPATHI=O TRTR 920
93 330 CONTI~UE TRTR 930
54 CALL SFLEFTI$1100,JSAVE,IJS11 TRTR 940
95 90G L=L+1 TRTR 950
56 1000 CONTINUE TRTR 960
97 C TRTR 970
98 C CHECK IF NO ''oORE STANDBY TREES IN ORIGINAL TREE. TRTR 980
99 C TRTR 990
10C IFIISTART.EQ.OI GO TO 1111 TRTR1000
101 1~10 CALL PATHUPI~1100,JSAVE,IJS11 TRTR1010
102 GO TO 5 TRTR1020
103 C TRTR1030
104 0 TRTR104C
105 C PUT NEGATIVE STANDBY BLOCKI51-651/IL1-L41 IN PLACE Of fIRST NB TRTRI050
106 C THAT IS EQUAL IN ABSOLUTE VALUE TO ANY OF THE NBNUM ARRAY OF THE TRTR1060
107 C TREE THAT THE STAIWBY BLOCKISl-651/IL1-L41 REPLACES. ZERO OUT THETRTR1070
108 C FOLLOWING NB IF THEY ARE EQUAL IN ABSOLUTE VALUE TO ANY OF THE TRTR1080
109 C N3NUM ARRI.Y. CALL SFLEFT TO ELIMINATE AND RESTORE PATHS. TRTR1090
110 C TRTR110C
111 C TRTR1l10
112 1111 CALL TR[:'UMII:;AVE.JSll TRTR112C
113 C TRTR1l30
114 C ASSIGN STANDbY BlOCKI51-£,51/tLI-L41 ONLY ONCE. TRTR114G
115 C TRTRl150
116 IFtNSS.EQ.CI GO TO 4~O TRTRl160
117 NS=NSS TRTR1l70
118 GO TO 460 TRTRl180
119 450 NS=NSTDSYI JJI TRTR1190
120 C TRTR1200
121 460 DO 20CO I=1.1JSl TRTR1210
122 DO 6UO J=l,Mi TRTR1220
123 DO 500 K=l,N6NMAX TRTR123C
124 IFIJSAVEIJ,II.EQ.CI GO TO 20CO TRTR124C
125 IFINBNU"IKI.EG.ADStJSAVEIJ.IIII GO TO 510 TRTR1250
126 500 CONTINUE TRTR1260
127 GO TO Gee TRTR1270
128 C TRTR128D
12'3 C REPLACE WITH NEGATIVS STANDBY BLOCKI51-651/tL1-1..41. TRTR1290
130 C TRTR130G
131 51C JSAVEIJ.II=-NS TRTR1310
132 C TRTR132G
133 C ZERO GUT ANY NB FOLLOWING IF EQUAL TO NBNUM ARRAY. TRTR1330
134 C TRTR1340
135 LSTART=J+1 TRTR1350
136 DO 530 M=LSTART ,Ml TRTR136D
137 DC 520 N=1,NIH:MAX TRTR1370
138 IF IJSAVElM,I I.Eil.OI GO TO 2000 TRTR138C
139 IFINBNU!HNI.EG.A3SIJSAVEIMtIll l GO TO 525 TRTR1390
140 520 CONTINUE TRTR140C
141 GO TO ZOCC TRTR1~10
142 525 JSAVEIM,ll=O TRTR142C
143 53G CONTINUE TRTR1430
144 GO TO 2DCL TRTR1440
145 600 CONTINUE TRTR1450
146 200C CONT1NU[ TRTR1460
147 CALL SFLEFTt~110G,JSAVE,IJSll TRTR1470
148 C TRTR1480
149 C ELIMINATE DUPLICATE PATHS. TRTR1490











1100 PRINT 11G1, NSS























































C SUBROUTINE PATHIN ZEROS OUT ALL NUMBER BLOCKS IN ISAVE THAT ARE
C NOT EGUAL TO ANY OF THE NSIN ARRAY NUMBER BLOCKS. IF PATH HAS 50
C ZEROES, STORE PATH NUMBER IN NPUP AND CALL PATHUP TO ELIMINATE.




















IFIISAV£IJ,I).EG.O) GO TO 85






C IF 50 ZEROES STORE PATH NUMBER IN NPUP.
C




































































































































SUBROUTINE TRPRNT PRINTS TREE PATHS. ARRAY, AND LOCATION OF CALL.





1 PRINT 5, '-SEQ
5 FORHATI'OISAV£ AT '151
GO TO 20
2 PRINT S, NS£Q
G FORHATI'CJSAVE AT 'IS)
GO TO 20
3 PRINT 1. NSEG
7 FCRHATI'OKSAV£ AT 'lSI
GO TO 20
4 PRINT 3, NSE::l
8 FORMATI'CLSAVE AT 'IS)
20 DO 100 J=l,J51
DO 120 N=:i.ln




































































































































SUBROUTINE TRtE INPUTS IN COHMON.
SUBROUTINE TREE GENERATES THE PROBABILITY TREE SUCCESS PATHS.
WRITTEN BY PAUL CHELSON AND REVISED BY RON ECKSTEIN 1/1/70
SUBROUTINE TREE VARIABLES.
SUBROUTINE TREE OUTPUTS rN COMMON.
ISAVEI5G.2001 = SUCCESS PATHS I • - BLOCK NUMBER, PATH NUMBERI







18115,2.501 = IBIl,l,BLOCK.NUHBERJ=HAXIHUH NUHBER OF INPUTS OF NB.TREE
IBl1,2,BLOCK NUMBER)=MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTPUTS OF NBTREE
THE REST OF THE ARRAY = INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF BLOCK NUMBERSINBJ TREE
ISUC = SUCCESS bLOCK NUMBERIBASE OF PROBABILITY TREE). TREE
JSUC = ISUC TO PRINT ORIGINAL PROB TREE, THEN ISUC VARIES. TREE
IPRINT = PRI~T ALL TREES IF = 1. PRINT ORIGINAL TREE ONLY IF = O. TREE
NOPRNT = 1/0 = 00/00 NOT PRINT TREES WHEN MODIFYING PROB DATA. TREE
IDRISCI = HOLDS &LOCKS MADE INACTIVE BY A FAILED BLOCKIIO). TREE
Nl = MAXIMUM NUM3ER OF EQUIVALENT BLOCK SETS FROM MAIN PROGRAM. TREE


























































GENERATED, EQUALS H2, THETREE
DIAGRAM SHOULD BE BROKEN TREE
IN SERIES OR PARALLEL ANDTREE
INITIALIZE
IS = BLOCK NUMBER BEING WORKED ON.
JS = PATH NUI':BE.R BEING l<iORKED ON.
10 ~ A fAILED BLOCK.
181 = NUM8ER 0F INPUTS FOR EACH OUTPUT BLOCK.


























90C FORMATI'lERROR IN SUBROUTINE TREE AT'I4J
PRINT 510, JS
910 FORMATI'GJS, THE NUMBER OF SUCCESS PATHS
1 MAXIMUM NUMGER OF SUCC[SS PATHS.'" THE

























































































































K IS NO. OF CUT PUTS OF IDR(JDl
CHECK PATH TO SEE IF ELIMINATED BY EQUIVALENT aLOCKS IN IT.
IIF THE SIGN OF ANY TWO EQUIVALENT BLOCKS IN A SET ALTERNATESl
B~GIN DEAD ROUTINE WITH 10
CHECK ALL BLOCKS FOR WHJCH Ie IS AN INPUT BLOCK. WHENEVER ALL
INPUTS TO A BLOCK ARE IN IDRCTHUS FAILED OR INACTIVE), THEN THAT














































3 RERUN INDIVIDUALLY.' /' THEN ENTER EACH SUB-DIAGRAM AS ONE BLOCK TREE 760
40N A FINAL RUN.'/' DO NOT BREAK UP EQUIVALENT BLOCK SETS OR STAND8TREE 770
5Y REDUNDANT SYSTEMS.'/' IF YCUR DIAGRAM CANNOT BE BROKEN DOWN SUFFTREE 780
6ICIENTLY, CONTACT PAUL CHELSON OR RON ECKSTEIN AT 213 354-5691.'/'TRE£ 790
7 JS='I!ll TREE 800
































IO=A FAILED oLOCKtIDR HOLDS FAILED BLOCKS AND BLOCKS HADE TREE1130
INACTIVE BY A FAILED SLOCK. AN INACTIVE BLOCK IS A BLOCK FOR WHICHTREEl131
ITS INPUTS ARE ALL FAILED, THUS IT IS OF NO USE AS A POSSIBLE TREE1132









































































































































































































































C FINISHING THE 354 LOOP MEANS THAT ALL INPUTS TO IOR2 ARE IN lOR. TREE1462
C THUS IOR2 SHUULD ALSO BE INACTIVE AND IN IDR TRH1Il63
C TREE1464
C IS IT ALREADY IN lOR TRH1466
C TREEl467
352 DO 39G N=l.Hl TREEl47C
IFl IDR2-IDR(N 11390.35C.330 TREE148C
390 CONTINUE TREEl490
C TREE1491





IF ( 10 Rl J02 I-I SUC 1350.381.350 TRE:£1530
350 CONTINUE TREEl540
GO TO 330 TREE1550
C TREEl56C










DO 377 N=IK2.IU TREE1670
377 ISAVEtN.JS)=lJ TREEl680
IF(IK1-1)398.800.398 TREE1690





00 611 I=1.IK3 TREE1750
IFUSAVEII.JSI1612.613.£>11 TRHl76C
C TREE1770
C ERROR 613, A SUCCESS PATH HAS A ZERO INSIDE IT. TREEl78C
C TREE1790
613 ISUC=613 TREE180C
PRINT 900. ISUC TREE1810
PRINT 95u TR EE1820
950 FORHATl'OCHECK THE DIAGRAM ON THE FIRST PAGE OF THE PRINT OUT TO STREE1830
lEE IF ALL BLOCK NUMBERS ARE LISTED AND THAT THE INPUT/OUTPUT lISTSTRE[1840
2'/' CORRECTLY DESCRIBE YOUR DIAGRAH. IF SO. MAKE SURE YOUR DIAGRATREE1850
3M SATISFIES THE DEFINITION OF A RELIABILITY fLOCK DIAGRAM.') TREEl860
PRINT 920, JS TREEl87C







GO TO 337 TREE1950
378 JD=JD-l TREE1960
DO 385 r=l.Ml TRHl970
II=ll-I TREE1980
ISA=ISAVE tIl.JS) TR EE1990
IF(ISAI385,385.61C TREE2000
610 00 386 J=.;..Ml TREE2010
IF( ISA-IDR (J) ) 3&6 0385.386 TREE2020
386 CONTINUE TREE2030
GO TO 1000 TREE2040
385 CONTINUE TREE20S0
C TREE2060
C ERROR 38~, THE 385 00 LOOP HAS cEEN COMPLETED. TREE207C
C TREE20ao
ISUC=385 TREE209C
. PRINT 90C. I$UC TREE2I00
PRINT 950 TREE21lC
PRINT 93D. JS TREE2120
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9110 FORMATI'OISA. BLOCK NUMBER New BEING


















































PUT INTO PATH, IS NOT AN
ARE ELEMENTS. ISA='IIiI
END DEAD ROUTINE. RETURN ITRY










800 ROUTE MEANS END OF TREE
ZERO OUT FIRST BLOCK NUMBER IN FAILURE PATH.
IF{IPRDH.LE.ll GO TO leono
IFIISUC.NE.JSUCI GO TO 2000
GO TO 2001






If IPRINT .NE. Ii - 00 NOT PRINT TREES AGAIN WHEN MODYfYING PROB
IF IPRINT = 2 - PRINT O"IGINAL TREE ONLY.
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TREA -FTREE. SYSP
CHECK PATH TO SEE IF ELIMINATED BY EQUIVALENT BLOCKS IN IT.
























































































































































SUBROUTINE SYSP INPUTS IN COMMON.
SUBROUTINE SYSP CALCULATES THE SYSTEM PROBABILITY - RETURNS TOT.
WRITTEN BY PAUL CHELSON AND REVISED BY RON ECKSTEIN 1/1/70
JSl = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SUCCESS PATHS FROM TREE SUBROUTINE.
ISAVElSO.200l = IBLOCK NUMBERS. SUCCESS PATH NUMBERl FROM TREE.
Nl = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT BLOCK SETS FROM MAIN PROGRAM.
ITEMP = ARRAY OF EGUIVALENT E.LCCKS FROM MAIN PROGRAM.
PROBI = PROaA8ILITY OF THE BLOCKS FROM MAIN PROGRAM.
PROB = PROBI
K = ISAVElJ.Il = BLOCK ~UM6ER oEING WORKED ON.
PTOT = PROBABILITY OF ONE SUCCESS PATHIPRODUCT
TOT = THE SUM OF ALL PTCT I SYSTEM PRCBABIlITY l.
SUBROUTIN£ SYSP VARIABLES.
ADD PROBABILITIES OF PATHS.
SUBROUTINE SYSP
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76 110 PTOT=PTOT.11.D-PROSIKJ) SYSP 760
77 730 PROS (K I =Pf<OSll K I SYSP 770
78 711 CONTINUE SYSP 780
79 710 TO T= TO T+P TOT SYSP 790
80 RETURN SYSP 800
81 END SVSP 810



















































































FUNCTION STBYPR CALCULATES THE STANDBY TREE PROBABILITY FOR TIME
11 THRU TT OT.














IF IK 170 ,90,8e
70 K=-K




80 IFIK.GT.Mll GO TO 85




































































SUBROUTINE OUPTRE DUPLICATES ISAVE INTO JSAVE AND SETS IJSl=JS1.


































































































































NOW WE HAVE STAN03Y TREE IN ISAVE.
SUBROUTINE STDBY2 IS FOR 2 OR MORE STANDBY BLOCKS CONTROLLED BY A STBY
SENSE BLOCK. IT GENERATES THE STANDBY TREE. CALLS SUBROUTINE STEY
TRINTR WHICH PUTS THE STANDBY 6LOCK151-651 IN PLACE OF THE FIRST STBY
PATH OF THE STANDBY TREE IMBEDDED IN THE PATH OF THE ORIGINAL TREESTEY
THEN ELIMrN~TES ORIGINAL TREE PATHS THAT CONTAIN 2ND-JS1 STANDBY STSY
PATHS. THEN PUTS THE NEGATIVE STANDBY BLCCKI51-651/IL1-L41 IN STBY
AND ELIMINATES CORRESPONDING PATHS. WRITE STANDBY TREE ON TAPE. STSY

























GENERATE STANDBY TREE 6Y ZERCING OUT ALL BLOCK NUMBERS IN ISAVE STBY






















SUBROUTINE DUPOUT STORES PATH NUMBERS THAT ARE DUPLICATES IN NPUP ST6Y




















SUBROUTINE PATHIN ZEROS OUT ALL NUMBER BLOCKS IN ISAVE THAT ARE




SUBROUTINE SFLEFT SHIFTS PATHS IN ISAVE TO THE LEFT UNTIL NONZERO
NB AT LEFT-MOST. fILL IN ZEROS AfTER SHIfTING. IF 50 ZEROS PUTS
PATH NUMBER IN NPUP ARRAY AND CALLS PATHU? TO ELIMINATE.
SUBROUTINE NEGOUT STORES fAILURE PATH NUMBERS ENDING wITH A
NEGATIVE SIGN IN NPUP ARRAY. THEN CALLS PATHUP TO ELIMINATE.
CALL TRINTfl ($1100. JSA VE. IJS 1. ISAVE, JS 1. NS TOBY .:NS BY MX. NSS)
SUBROUTINE TRINTR PUTS THt: STANDBY BLOCKI51-65) IN PLACE OF THE
FIRST PATH OF THE STANDBY TREE IMBEDDED IN THE PATH OF THE
ORIGINAL TREE IN JSAVE. THEN ELIMINATES ORIGINAL TREE PATHS THAT
CONTAIN 2NG-JSl STANDBY PATHS. THEN PUTS THE NEGATIVE STANDBY
BLOCK(51-651/IL1-L4J IN AND ELIMINATES CORRESPONDING PATHS.
COMMON/ALLSUL/Ml.M2.M3.M4,M5,M6,M1.L1.L3.L4.L5.L6
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76 C SAVE STANDBY TREE AND ITS STANDBY 8LOCKI51-651/ILl-L~). STBY 770
71 C STBY 780
78 WRITEllOI NSTDBYINSBYMX) • JSl STBY 790
79 DO 900 I=1oM2 SHY 800
80 WRITEll01 I IS AVE I J • I I • J= 10 M1) STBY 810
81 90G CONTINUE SHY 820
82 RETURN STay 830
83 1100 PRINT 1101 SHY 8~O
ali 1101 FORMAT( , SUBROUTINE CALLED FROM STDBY2.') STBY 850
85 RE TURN 1 SHY 860
86 ENO STBY 870
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